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Elementary School :: Artwork Examples

Whimsical style artwork.

Rutland Elementary school mascot wall art. Can you tell they are
the Hurricanes? Does this show school pride or what?

Doesn’t every kid want to be a
fireman?

An example of the
tremendous detail our
artists can provide, as

seen at Heritage
Elementary School.

Our American heritage art at
Heritage Elementary School.

This is a 3D combination
of painted wall and

bas-relief art panels at
Heritage Elementary.
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Multi-cultural artwork that brings a smile along with a message of
“hello” in several languages.

Elementary School :: Artwork Examples

Science themed artwork with flexible,
mobile folding tables.

Branding the school cafeteria – even in
elementary school – is exciting to students.

A colorful melange of letters and
symbols brighten up the wall.

Colorful
free form

wall art and
banners

liven up a
large

cafeteria
space.
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Elementary School :: Tabletop Graphics

A long mobile folding table with stools doesn’t have to be boring and institutional looking when we
use a special graphic tabletop laminate across the entire length of the table.
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Graphic laminate tabletop art created for
Alexander Elementary School.

A multi-state tabletop graphic.

inlaid school mascot logo at Heritage
Elementary School.

Colorful graphic tabletop of abstract hurricane
artwork at Rutland Elementary.

Elementary School :: Tabletop Graphics

The Skyview Skyhawk soars in an inlaid
tabletop logo.

The Belvedere Elementary school Bee
welcoming the staff at lunchtime.
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Elementary School Themed Artwork :: Vineville Elementary

Elementary School Themed Artwork :: Rutland Elementary

Hurricane graphical treatment
to the branded “Café” sign.

Artwork on the walls to
elevate and inspire the students.

Free form art at
Rutland Elementary

highlights the
hurricane mascot 

Theatrical art themes at Vineville Elementary School.
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Elementary School Themed Artwork :: Alexander Elementary

The DNA double helix and science theme art. Nature artwork at Alexander Elementary School.

What a great way for
students to visualize an
atom with a ceiling
hung décor piece.

3-D artwork to challenge young minds. Einstein artwork at a science oriented
elementary school.

Colorful menu of the day selection. The DNA double helix ceiling décor piece at
Alexander Elementary School.
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Elementary School Themed Artwork :: Heritage Elementary

Elementary School Themed Artwork :: Burdell Elementary

Hands around the world artwork at Burdell Elementary.

Various examples of whimsical academic themed art for elementary schools.

American themed art at Heritage Elementary
and mobile folding tables for multi-purpose use.

Colorful banners with painted wall artwork.

The Gateway Arch painted on
the wall at Heritage Elementary.

A 3D historic
lighthouse is the
centerpiece of
the room.

Mural painted
directly on the wall.

Eagle artwork hand-
painted on the wall.
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Elementary School Themed Artwork :: Skyview Elementary

At Skyview Elementary School everyone smiles
when they walk into the cafeteria. Whimsical
academic and lifestyle artwork is both colorful

and exciting.
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Ceiling Décor Pieces :: Skyview Elementary

Even the ceiling at
an elementary school
can look attractive
with colorful banners
and metal grid décor.
Just like these birds
soaring at Skyview
Elementary school!
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Ceiling Décor Pieces :: Alexander Elementary

The huge ceiling hung 3-D décor piece of the atom (above) and the DNA double helix (below)
challenge students at the science and technology oriented Alexander Elementary School.
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Special Signage :: Bathroom Signs

Elementary Dining Room Concepts for your Schools

A jungle theme for an
animal mascot.

A space theme for a
science oriented school.

Are you a shark,
dolphin, whale or
penguin? then you will
be right at home under
our sea!

Colorful art for
bathroom doors

carries your mascot
around the school.
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Alexander Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Booths along the wall and mobile
folding tables in the middle of the
room give flexibility in the dining
room.

Round tables with school logo
inlaid in the tabletops.

Colorful science artwork with
wall style settee seating in this
technology elementary school

A huge 3-D atom suspended
from the ceiling

A multi-colored DNA double
helix hangs above the students

A volcano mural hand-painted
on the wall with furniture in
complementary colors.

This room uses multiple seating
styles to enthrall the students.

The menu of the day is clearly
displayed.

Our artist designed a bright
varied paint pattern for the
window frames.

3-D artwork with a magnifying
glass and a dragonfly promotes
the scientific method.

A graphic tabletop laminate with
freeform symbols.

The entire room is a feast for the
eyes.
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Alexander Elementary School :: Macon, GA

3-D art to encourage students to
explore.

The mobile folding stool tables
use multi-colored tops for
variety.

There is an interesting view
from any seat in the room!

The freeform menu clearly
shows the daily food selections.

Science encompasses flora and
fauna to broaden student
understanding of the world.

A combination of art styles —
hand-painted art with graphic
computer generated pieces.

Closeup of the DNA double-
helix suspended from the
ceiling.

A five seater booth to fit on the
wall space.

Scientific artwork in an
interesting presentation.

An ADA accessible tabletop. Booth seating with ADA
accessible area.

Full size graphic tabletops.
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Burdell Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Whimsical art for young students with academic themes brighten the wall at Burdell Elementary.

Enclosed trash receptacles in an
elementary school — very
innovative.

Art to make kids smile.

Natural earth tone colors in the room complement each other.

Technology artwork with hand-
painted style.

Hands across the world. We are all connected via technology.
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Burdell Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Hand-painted style artwork placed on the wall.

Trash receptacles placed near
the exit door.

A 3-D art piece with letters in a
multi-layered presentation.

Booths and mobile folding stool
tables provide maximum
seating.

The branding of an elementary
school cafeteria.

Very efficient utlization of space in the room while providing an
interesting seating collection.
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Heritage Elementary School :: Macon, GA

A combination of hand-painted
art on the walls and bas-relief
style Mount Rushmore figures.

A huge 3-D lighthouse in the center
of the room with a surrounding
condiment center island.

The most famouse symbol of
our heritage in a “coast-to-
coast” art piece.

Wherever a student sits in this room, they have a marvelous view of our important United States
symbols.

Mobile folding stool tables in
the center of the room for
flexibility.

Booths with inlaid tabletop
mascot logo — with a soaring
eagle!

A large mascot logo in the round
table.

Tabletop graphic of many states shows in rectangular and round tables.
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Heritage Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Our artists use all the wall space to create a stunning display of art for the school to
highlight the school spirit of our heritage.

Banners from the ceiling, wall art with our country’s symbols and colorful seating
combine to make this room an inspiring space.

A combination of mural wall art and hand-painted bas-relief art pieces.

From Washington to Hollywood — students see important symbols of what makes our nation
great!
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Rutland Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Check out the booths, round
tables and rectangular mobile
folding tables in the room.

School colors and swirling wind
mascot in an oval table in the
style of the hurricane.

Banners and wall art showing
kids interacting liven up the
room.

Bar height round table with a
view of the patio area.

Bar height tables use the wall
area to add seating capacity.

A bright, colorful room with art
and varied table sizes.

Take a look at how the entire room looks! It is a place the kids look forward to dining in!

Inlaid tabletop mascot logo with
sparkle glitter metalflake
colored seats.

Oval tables give the room a
non-traditional look

Granite looking finish on the
benches with mascot inlaid
tabletops.
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Rutland Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Hurricane graphic tabletop on a
round mobile folding table.

Sparkle glitter metalflake finish on the seat bottoms.

An entire wall of hurricane mascot artwork in the serving area proudly proclaims that they are
Hurricanes!

Booths, sit down height tables and colorful wall art graphics make the room inviting.

Our artists designed an interesting free form painting template for the walls. No more bare white
concrete blocks.
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Skyview Elementary School :: Macon, GA

The skyview skyhawk soars on
an inlaid tabletop logo.

A condiment center with
multiple uses.

A prism provides plenty of
bright colors. Remember Roy G.
Biv?

Throughout this school, we use a variety of table styles and colors to make the room
eye catching and thrilling to the students.

Whimsical art styles throughout the dining room complement the colorful wall paint.

TTHHEERREE  IISS
NNOOTT

AA
DDUULLLL  WWAALLLL

IINN  TTHHEE  RROOOOMM!!
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Skyview Elementary School :: Macon, GA

All kids march to a different drum, love to learn and love to eat ice cream!

Throughout the room, your eyes are drawn upwards to see the blue cloud metal
décor pieces — and the skyhawks flying above.

Mobile folding tables with attached stools provide a high level of flexibility in the room.

If you were an elementary school kid, wouldn’t you think this art was cool?
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Vineville Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Where is it written that long mobile folding tables with attached stools have to be boring? Not when
you have your school mascot made into the tabletop!

Enclosed trash receptacles in an
Elementary School? It sure is more
appealing than big open garbage cans.

Stool tables provide maximum
seating capacity.

A special graphic enclosure for
the TV looks like center stage.

Stage-like TV enclosures and sparkle metalflake glitter backs on the booths make this performing arts
Elementary School into a theatre.

The masks of comedy and tragedy on the tabletops, theatrical art on the walls and greek theatre
columns. The whole room screams — we love to perform!
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Vineville Elementary School :: Macon, GA

Even the traditional stage curtains in a non-traditional draping gives the room a special feeling.

Note the flowers on the tables. This is a simple touch to really make the space feel like
a dining room — not a yucky cafeteria.

A panoramic view of the room and all the interesting architectural touches throughout — including a
cabinet with theatrical props (shows on the wall at the right).
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Addison Mizner Elementary School :: Boca Raton, FL

Bright and colorful
booths in school
colors using sparkling
metalflake glitter
finish provide a
special reward seating
area for students.

The “Happy Marlin”
school mascot logo

smiles at the kids
from their tabletop.

A large 4 foot diameter round “Happy Marlin” mascot
is prominently displayed on the serving line wall. Note
the marlin’s powerful bill “protruding” through the
school name.


